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Today we will cover

PLAYLISTS AND PROGRAMMING STRATEGIES

Audience Tactics identifying and understanding your audience, reviewing format, creating

a core listener profile and content to connect.

Simple strategic music programming techniques to improve your playlist and increase

time spent listening.

 An overview of technology for creating content from home and outside of the station 



Audience Tactics 

Identifying and Understanding Your Audience 



If you're interested in growing your audience or
increasing time spent listening, it's essential to

understand exactly who your audience is and the
audience that you're hoping to attract.

Know your audience



Demographics &

psychographics- How
to identify a potential
audience and what’s
important to them.

  Community radio station listenerships

are often really broad. i.e you may have

listeners who are 17 right through into

their late 80s.  

In order to refine the station sound, you

need to define the target audience.

Identify who the majority are first

 

 

 



Defining your
audience

This may involve a psychographic, a

demographic or a combination of both.

 

For example -  if you are trying to attract

people who are community minded, perhaps

casually employed, interested in strengthening

and developing social connections and their

hobbies - include social issues the
environment and music, you could develop a
listener profile based on this information.  
 

For others a demographic of people aged

between 30 to 45 who are interested in sports

the outdoors and their local community, may fit.



Research your
audience

Analyse market and station

Create a listener profile 

Audience Tactics



Research your
audience

Audience Research – look at sources, ratings and potential

competitors for the demographic. Conduct a S.W.O.T analysis

of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.

Develop a listener profile this is a really

helpful technique for both stations and individual programs.

This is a paragraph or two describing a person who represents

your core audience.

 



Activity: Write a station listener profile. 
Length :1-2 paragraphs.

 

 Describe your typical listeners: (think about their

lifestyle, interests, personality, socio economic

status, education, employment, family etc.)



Consider your audience:

Who are they? What do they like?

Where do they frequent? What are

their shopping/lifestyle habits? 

 

CREATING A LISTENER PROFILE



Demographic /
psychographic

Lifestyle
/ interests

Work

Location

Listener 
Profile Social



Simple music
programming
techniques 

The Essentials – Music programming is primarily about two key

points – which songs you play and how you play them.

The formative years - once you have determined your target

audience, look at the formative years to identify the core artists

that should be in your playlist. ie. the decades your audience

was a teenager.

 



Increase TSL
through Music
Scheduling 

Is your Music Universe right for the

strategy?

Review the selection process -

ideally a collaborative exercise with

three people.   



Simple music
programming
techniques 

Great scheduling. If listeners like what they hear they are more likely

to stick around. Aim for variety and balance.

Be Familiar - Surround polarising artists with strong, well liked tracks

and artists.

Program for your station's audience - not yourself 

Rotate Songs Regularly - Rotations are important, you don’t want the

same songs on the way to work as on the way home, or too hear

familiar spike tracks too often. Look at what songs are rested, should

some be moved back into rotation?



Think about how this applies to 

your show and community radio
station.

Discussion:



 

Think about the best music

features you’ve heard. 

Why were they great? 

 

 

 

   

 



An overview of technology for
creating content from home and
outside of the station



For studio quality calls
from your mobile - RINGR
 

https://www.ringr.com/



For recording at home -

Rode USB mic



For audio editing -  

Adobe 

Audition 

ProTools



Make a home 'studio' -

Laptop, mic + doona :)



For shows -





Enter AFTRS Radio

Fundamentals: Online

Competition     

 



 The Australian Film Television & 

Radio School
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